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***Buy now for $39.99 (The price will soon return to $49.99)***Choosing the perfect dog can be

confusing, especially for first-time owners...It's easy to fall in love with a breed and rush into buying

a gorgeous Border Collie or an intimidating Doberman Pinscher, but this is a mistake! Buying a dog

should be a long, careful process Ã¢â‚¬â€œ a new dog is, after all, a new family member

andÃ‚Â Every dog deserves more than a loving home - they deserve the right loving home!There

are a number of things that potential dog owners need to consider before making the leap. Does the

dog breed you've fallen in love with fit in with your lifestyle? If you work eight hours a day, can the

dog be left on its own in your home, or will it become stressed and destructive? If you have other

pets, will the dog get along with them? Is the dog child-friendly, or will it quickly lose patience?It

works both ways; a new dog must fit in with their owner's lifestyle, but new owners also need to

have the skills and patience necessary to provide adequate care for their new canine companion.

Prospective dog owners should ask themselves,Ã‚Â Do I have the time to give this breed all the

exercise it needs? Do I have the energy to keep up with them? Am I willing to buy it a doggie jacket

when the weather gets chilly? Do I want a mellow lap dog or an excitable adventuring buddy?This

book will analyze fifty unique dog breeds in terms of their protection ability, trainability, playfulness,

exercise needs and adaptability. Furthermore, It will analyse 50 typical dog behaviours and explain

what they mean and how to address them (if they happen to be bad habits). If you're a prospective

dog owner or even just an enthusiast, you need this book!How will this book help me?Whether you

own a pet dog or you're planning to buy or adoptÃ‚Â one, this book will assist you

immensely.Ã‚Â In this book, with overÃ‚Â 100 High ResolutionÃ‚Â Pictures,Ã‚Â you will:Learn

about eachÃ‚Â dog breed's history and originLearn about each dog breed's size category - small

dog breeds, Medium dog breeds and Large dogÃ‚Â breedsÃ‚Â Learn about each dog breed's

family: companion dogs, working dogs, herding dogs etc.Learn about each dog

breed'sÃ‚Â strengths and weaknesses and how well they responds to different kinds of dog

trainingLearn about the dog breed that can live with kids, serve as a service dog, serve as a guard

dog etcLearn about the dog breeds that can live in temperate/tropical regions and those that require

ample living spaceLearn about each dog breed's pedigree andÃ‚Â relativeÃ‚Â abilityÃ‚Â across 5

areas namely: Ease of Training, Playfulness, Adaptability,Ã‚Â Exercise Needs and Protection

AbilityLearn about 50 typical dog behaviours, what they mean and ways to address them.So before

you make the decision to bring home a new best friend, get a copy of this book. It will help you learn

more about dogs in general and, more importantly, help you select that perfect dogÃ‚Â breed

thatÃ‚Â complements your lifestyle.Ã‚Â This 2-in-1 Book Bundle consist of two best selling books



by Helena TroyDog Training - 50 Dog Behaviours ExplainedDog Breeds - A Concise Analysis of 50

Dog Breeds*** will give you the kindle version of this book for FREE when you buy the paperback

version from !***
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Helena Troy is a highly respected certified dog trainer and a best-selling author who has dedicated

her to time to learning and working with dogs. Helena has always loved animals, especially dogs.

She became hooked on clicker training after she and her husband adopted Fido, their Rottweiler. In

addition to numerous other courses, Helena attended Puppy Kindergarten and Advanced Puppy at

Lunar Dog School. She is currently well on her way to training Fido to be an agility star. She

currently resides in Phoenix Arizona with her husband of 10 years. Her passion includes writing,

travelling and dog training.

This book contains strategies, tips, and techniques on the most proficient method to train a dog. The

author incorporates obliged ventures to enable us to train our dogs and construct a decent

relationship and comprehend between the dog and the proprietor. I have enjoyed reading this book

very much and I would like to recommend this book.

I read this book before I brought my puppy home. This book simply does match up with my specific

desires.Easy to know, straightforward to implement. We're still stepping into the more durable dog



tricks. Except for those we've got my puppiesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ square measure completely

obtaining it.

Excellent product. Our dog used to dart out the door when anyone came but now he won't go out of

the garage or off the front porch. Thank you.This is excellent for people with new puppies. There are

some parts that help for people with older dogs. Worth reading

We had never owned a dog before and there were several dogs we might have chosen on impulse.

This book really helped us decide on the correct dog for our lifestyle and level of experience. Having

said that, it almost put us off altogether! There probably isn't a perfect dog for the inexperienced but

it certainly saved us from making a really bad choice.

Very informative and really helped me with my dog. Wonderful practical advice and sanity-saving

encouragement--I would recommend this book to anyone with a dog in their life. Great read! Wuf!

This is excellent for people with new puppies.Excellent instructions on how to compassionately train

your dog, especially as to how previous instructions build on each other for better control over your

dog.Author provides clear background and foundation for this method and is encouraging.

I really loved this book! It gave me new tips and ideas on being a good dog owner. This book has

lots of dog details, tips and training. Great book!

OK book for dog breeds but doesn't give enough differentiation pictures between breeds.
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